
a bruised moon passes through
the shadow of the earth

pebbles of rain leap from greyscale
a hundred thousand colours

braid through the drops

verdigris illuminates
the surface of seawater

encrypted with dissolved gold

the iron of dust storms
flashes red on the waves

a stream of faces
runs over rocks

in the catacombs of time

optical fibres 
swim the circuitboard

in the heavy rain
billions of neurons

i descend the stairway
into the seabed

banks of sky burst
ghosts flow through

the multifaceted light
an aquarium of memory

ancestors on the other side of the river

plants give up their limbs
so we can use their smoke

for prayer and cleansing

the threads that stream the world
kindle when touched

tomorrow I will no longer
see the same reflection

eyes change with age
and colours shine differently

depending on their surroundings
my brain plays a game of telephone

tomorrow my face and mood will be different
even the mirror will be different 

my fingers touch the surface
changed

the mind folds a dimple in time
a galaxy of unbound fluid
a self-aware planet unravels
in the pocket of the universe

I step through the intradimensional window

and pass the fogged glasses
of my material body
I leave her in the mirror
as she sinks into silver

with sticky footsteps
I land on a different planet
encircled in unfamiliar life forms
they wrap me in the chanting
of alien tongues

they do not know I am an alien
they just know I am quiet

behind the blue-black crackle of leaves
micro-organisms radiate 
distant lights 
some become stars and galaxies
while others collapse in on themselves

I learn about this world by analyzing
the light that reaches me

shadows freeze on my skin
the voices spiral a chorus
a climax of metal 
and electricity

the possibility of life in this universe
is one billion to six
if I exist
are there others like me?

if so, please respond

will today be different?are there others like me?
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